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**ConnPrompt: Connective-cloze Prompt Learning for Implicit Discourse Relation Recognition**

*Wei Xiang, Zhenglin Wang, Lu Dai and Bang Wang*

**Improving Commonsense Contingent Reasoning by Pseudo-data and its Application to the Related Tasks**

*Kazumasa Omura and Sadao Kurohashi*

"No, they did not": Dialogue response dynamics in pre-trained language models

*Sanghee J. Kim, Lang Yu and Allyson Ettinger*

**From Polarity to Intensity: Mining Morality from Semantic Space**

*Chunxu Zhao, pengyuan liu and Dong Yu*

**Welcome to the Modern World of Pronouns: Identity-Inclusive Natural Language Processing beyond Gender**

*Anne Lauscher, Archie Crowley and Dirk Hovy*

**Debiasing isn't enough! -- On the Effectiveness of Debiasing MLMs and their Social Biases in ownstream Tasks**

*Masahiro Kaneko, Danushka Bollegala and Naoaki Okazaki*